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Abstract

Aiming to sketch the contour of ‘queer moving images’ in mainland Chinese independent cinema, 
this article does not aim to be exhaustive, but mainly unfolds along the axes of fiction and non-fic-
tion filmmaking. Drawing attention to the influence of the digital technology, this article maintains 
that queer fiction filmmaking witnessed an experimental turn in the early 2000s due to the availa-
bility of this new technology, which also proved fundamental to the emergence of queer non-fiction 
filmmaking. Whereas the activist turn of the queer digital documentary reflected and reinforced the 
formation of the local tongzhi/queer community, women’s marginalization remains a structural issue 
in the queer community-building and documentary making. The article concludes by pointing out 
two directions for further research: one involves the fiction/non-fiction divide; the other is underlined 
by China’s newly evolved media environment that further complicates the article’s premise of 
‘independent’ cinema as affiliated with alternative, non-commercial productions.

This article maps out the sphere of ‘queer moving images’ in mainland Chinese independent cinema. 

Without the intention to be exhaustive, the discussion mainly unfolds along the axes of fiction and 

non-fiction filmmaking. Drawing attention to the impact of digital technology, this article maintains 

that queer fiction filmmaking saw an experimental turn in the early 2000s due to the availability of 

this new technology, which also proved foundational to the rise of queer non-fiction filmmaking. 

Whereas the activist turn of the queer digital documentary reflected and reinforced the formation of 

the local tongzhi/queer community, women’s marginal status, I suggest, remains a structural issue 

in the queer community-building and documentary making. The article concludes by hinting at two 

directions for further research: one involving the fiction/non-fiction divide, and the other underlined 

by China’s newly evolved mediascape that complicates the earlier figuration of mainland Chinese 

independent cinema as characterized by an alternative/arthouse/underground affinity. 

1. Queer fiction filmmaking: the Sixth Generation, digital technology, and an experimental turn

Along with economic reform and the reintroduction of a market economy, China has seen an 
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increasing tension between the socialist regime and the capitalist agenda since the 1980s. In tandem 

with incongruities between the political and economic realms, China’s postsocialist condition has 

also found expression in the cultural terrain. In particular, the proliferation of human subjectivities 

(McGrath 2008, p. 3) and public discourses (Nakajima 2006, 2010), alongside the formation of ‘public 

spaces’ (Berry 2010) and even an ‘alternative public sphere’ (Zhang  2007, p. 30; Edwards 2015), has 

been facilitated by, among others, a changing mediascape that includes practices and venues outside 

the official system (Veg 2019). Imperative to this is, notably, the growing strand of independent 

filmmaking in China’s post-1989 era, which consists of not only fiction filmmaking but also non-fic-

tion filmmaking. While the latter has been coined by critics as the New Documentary Movement 

(Berry, Lu and Rofel 2010; Lu 2003; detailed below), the former was initially aligned with the Sixth 

Generation filmmakers such as Zhang Yuan (张元), Wang Xiaoshuai (王小帅), He Jianjun  (何建军) 

and Lou Ye (娄烨), with their low-budget works characterized by a committed search for ‘reality’ 

(Dai 1999, p. 382) via marginalized characters, filtered through an urban milieu, modern sensibility, 

uncertain situation, individualistic perception, and documentary effects (Zhang  2007, p. 53).

It is from this emerging independent filmmaking scene came the first domestically produced images 

that are explicitly marked by LGBTQ identities. While He Jianjun’s Postman 邮差 (1995) incorpo-

rates the subplot of the eponymous character probing into the letters and lives between a gay couple, 

Zhang Yuan’s East Palace, West Palace 东宫西宫 (1996) is arguably the first feature from China 

focusing on a gay-identified character. With its story unfolding over an overnight interrogation of the 

gay protagonist caught cruising in a park by a policeman, the film – while bringing to light state-sanc-

tioned abuses of gay individuals – incisively borders on the themes of confession and seduction, 

imbricated in an ambiguous power play and the issue of agency. [Figures 1-2] For Song Hwee Lim 

(2006), the film, by characterizing the protagonist as effeminate, strategically adopts ‘the trope of 

femininity’ from Chinese literary tradition, so as to reconfigure the power relations involving margin-

alized subjects (namely those in ‘structurally feminized positions’ [p. 70]) through the particular 

dynamic of ‘resistance-via-obedience’ (p. 18). Meanwhile, Chris Berry (1998) sees the film’s height-

ened theatricality – a deviation from the documentary tendency in Zhang’s previous work and the 

Sixth Generation in general – as symptomatic of the ‘immense difficulty at the moment of putting 

China’s real gay subculture into public discourse’ (p. 86); the latter, for Berry, further resonates with 

the more generalized ‘Chinese postsocialist condition’ marked by the conflicts between economic 

and political fields, against which different social groupings struggle to establish their identities and 

win public recognition in public space (p. 85). Mediating upon the power relations and the access 

to public discourse of various marginal social groups that also include independent filmmakers like 

Zhang himself, East Palace, West Palace allegedly registers a strong sense of ‘allegory’ in its use of 

gay or effeminate gay characterization (Bao 2020b, p. 362; Zhang  2011, p. 447; Lim 2006, pp. 96-8).
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Figure 2. Cross-dressed gay subject and policeman handcuffed to each other in an entangled play of power and desire in East Palace West Palace

Figure 1. A scene of confession in East Palace West Palace
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This sense of allegory, however, became much diluted in the next two features with LGBTQ protag-

onists: Men and Women 男男女女 (dir. Liu Bingjian 刘冰鉴, 1999) and Fish and Elephant 今年夏
天 (dir. Li Yu 李玉, 2001). Scripted by renowned gay novelist Cui Zi’en (崔子恩), Men and Women 

revolves around a young male migrant worker in Beijing who is hosted by a married straight couple, 

yet their mis/perception of him as ‘a man who does not like girls’ triggers a chain of events that test 

the nature of his sexual orientation. As an ‘innocent’ young man who simply enjoys ‘being liked’ 

by the others regardless of their gender (Cui 2003, p. 45), the main character’s ‘real’ sexual prefer-

ence remains somewhat ambivalent by the end. While the meaning of East Palace, West Palace 

figures around the ‘uses of femininity’ (Lim 2006), Men and Women is arguably constituted through 

‘troubled masculinities’ in its questioning of gender and sexuality (Williams 2006). Whereas East 

Palace, West Palace and Men and Women represent the first explicitly gay and bisexual protago-

nists respectively, Li Yu’s Fish and Elephant is the first feature that deals with self-identified lesbian 

characters (Cui 2003, p. 96). Eschewing the ‘memorial mode’ often adopted by female same-sex 

romances (Martin 2010), the story unfolds around a female zookeeper in Beijing who develops a 

loving relationship with another woman (played by noted lesbian artist Shi Tou 石头) during ‘this 

summer’ ( jinnian xiatian, the film’s original Chinese title); however, the zookeeper’s mother, not 

knowing her daughter’s sexual preference, continues arranging male dates for her, while the zookeep-

er’s ex-girlfriend reappears after killing her abusive father. With a fairly simple storyline, the film is 

rendered through a plain, realistic style (reminiscent of Neo-realism for its employment of non-ac-

tors, location shooting, natural lighting, and a slightly loosened narrative structure), with various 

thoughtful arrangements of cinematography and mise-en-scène (e.g. the use of elephant, fish and 

handgun in picturing the different personalities of three young women and their relationships both to 

each other and to patriarchal society). I find that the film’s depiction of the daughter’s ‘coming out’ is 

especially moving and convincing, and its portrayal of lesbian sex is sensuous but not sensationalized. 

Winner of an Elvira Notari Prize in the Venice Film Festival in 2001, the film also won a ‘Netpac 

Award – Special Mention’ at the Berlin International Film Festival in 2002 ‘for its courageous subject 

matter and for its decision not to exploit its protagonists but rather have confidence in the reaction of 

the families towards the two protagonists’ (IMDb 2001).

It should be noted that in line with independent fiction filmmaking, the aforementioned queer features 

were all shot on film (in traditional analogue form), while the availability of digital technology 

– from digital camera to editing software – began to make an impact in the early 2000s. As has 

been pointed out, the digital camera’s relative affordability, easy operability, and the freedom and 

simplicity promised by computer editing have rendered film production ‘more individual than profes-

sional and industrial’ (Robinson 2013, p. 22; Zhang  2010; Cao 2005, pp. 127-9). I want to highlight 

that the accessibility of the new digital technology has further contributed to an 'experimental' turn 
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in queer fiction filmmaking. It is amply evidenced by the subsequent works of Cui Zi’en, Andrew 

Cheng Yusu (程裕苏), and Zhu Yiye (朱一叶). Among the first to wholeheartedly embrace DV for 

narrative filmmaking, Andrew Cheng’s first two features conceive of metropolitan Shanghai as a 

dreamscape marked by ‘hypochondria and a pervasive sense of purposelessness among the new 

urban generation’ (Zhang Z. 2010, p. 114). His feature debut Shanghai Panic 我们害怕 (2001), based 

on Mianmian’s (棉棉) eponymous autobiographical novel, toys with a docudramatic mode through 

a Dogma shooting style, following a gang of loafers with ambiguous social and sexual orientations. 

Whereas a good part of the film unfolds around the group’s reactions to a member’s self-suspicion 

of HIV-inflection (which turns out to be a false alarm), the film also includes a prolonged sequence 

of that member’s exploration of his same-sex desire [Figure 3], a female member’s lesbian relation-

ship [Figure 4], and another male character (with a suicide attempt in the recent past) performed by 

openly gay vocalist Coco Zhao (赵可) (also the title subject of documentary Snake Boy 上海男孩 

(dir. Michelle Chen 陈苗 and Li Xiao 李晓, 2001). While Shanghai Panic is characterized by mobile 

framing and black-and-white imagery, Cheng’s second feature, Destination Shanghai 目的地上海 

(2003), purposedly shifts around different filming styles and image processing, giving postsocialist 

Shanghai ‘its exuberant visage as well as a schizophrenic character’ (Zhang 2010, p. 116). Instead of 

focusing on a cohort of close friends, Destination shows a string of vignettes about loosely connected 

characters, including a young ‘male hustler’ or ‘money boy’ (Rofel 2013, p. 162) whose clients include 

men engaging in kinky acts [Figure 5], and a gay husband (played by Cui Zi’en) who forsakes his 

family for his free social life with younger gay guys [Figure 6]. 

Figure 3. Exploring gay desire in Shanghai Panic
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Figure 6. A gay husband hanging out 
with young gay guys in Destination 
Shanghai

Figure 4. The lesbian couple in 
Shanghai Panic

Figure 5. A money boy engaging in 
kinky sexual acts with a male client 
in Destination Shanghai
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Far removed from metropolitan Shanghai, Beijing high-school campuses become the backgrounds for 

Zhu Yiye’s two DV features on same-sex attracted girls: Lost in You 啦啦啦 (2006) and Love Mine 

小树的夏天 (2008). Lost in You is an experimental narrative that consists of three scenarios faced 

by two intimate girlfriends who suddenly find themselves forced on the label of 'homosexuality'. The 

three sections can be read either as independently separate storylines or as parts of one narrative. 

While lesbian love is ’identified and confirmed’ in section one, it is ‘found and lost’ in section two, 

and ‘immediately forbidden and suppressed’ in section three; combined together, the experiences 

of the first two sections also ‘contribute to triple the lesbians’ pain in converting to heterosexuality’ 

in the final section (Shi 2014, pp. 137 and 139). Underlining the absence of an appropriate discourse 

that allows the characters to express lesbian desire and love in a way they find acceptable, the film 

in the end also points to the lack of place for female same-sex love in public space (Shi 2014, p. 126). 

Taking experimentation a step further, Zhu Yiye’s second lesbian feature Love Mine comprises two 

pairs of characters who represent two separate narrative strands of the same story running parallel 

to each other (one in the past and the other present). All the frameworks of time and place then 

(by three-fifths into the film) collapse into one large entanglement, wherein the existential predica-

ment and haunting melancholy experienced by many (young) lesbian subjects are foregrounded. Zhu 

Yiye’s features (especially Lost in You) also serve as a clear inspiration for An Yingjing’s (安映憬) 
lesbian experimental narrative of The Puzzles 轮回的棋子 (2012).

The most prominent figure in queer fiction filmmaking is novelist-critic Cui Zi’en, who became a 

screenwriter (and actor) with Men and Women, and has been the writer-director of more than a dozen 

features. Beginning with Enter the Clowns 丑角登场 (2002) and The Old Testament 旧约 (2002), 

Cui’s features include, among others, Feeding Boys, Ayaya 哎呀呀, 去哺乳 (2003), Star Appeal 星
星相吸惜 (2004), Shitou and That Nana 石头和那个娜娜 (2004), My Fair Son 我如花似玉的儿
子 (2005), Withered in a Blooming Season 少年花草黄 (2005) and Refrain 副歌 (2006). All shot on 

DV with low budgets, his films are characterized by an avant-gardish approach with a distinct auteur 

style. Chris Berry has compared Cui’s work to the pre-Stonewall films of Kenneth Anger and Jack 

Smith, and identified its preoccupation with religion, sexuality, and family relations as ‘an unholy 

trinity of themes: the sacred, the profane and the domestic’ (Berry 2004, p. 196). With a visionary 

stress on utopian otherworldliness and forms of fluidity, Cui’s films often depict ‘queer bodies with 

fluid gender, sexuality and social relations, through which he aims to deconstruct the moral and 

the kinship often highly valued in the Chinese society’ (Bao 2020b, p. 365; Leung 2012, p. 530). 

Crucially, Cui’s experimental approach also reflects his leftist political stance. He often portrays his 

main characters as ‘naked, poor and not attached to traditional types of family, kinship and property’ 

in illustrating his view of human existence as lumpenproletarian (Bao 2018, p. 138; Cui in Fan 2015b, 

p. 254). With the aid of DV, he purposefully creates an edgy aesthetic to challenge the perceived 
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notion of ‘cinema’ institutionalized through capital (Cui 2003, pp. 7-9; Comolli and Narboni 2016). 

For Cui, making films and organizing queer film festivals also resembles social gatherings, based on 

the spirit of having fun and egalitarianism that echoes the notion of communism or utopianism (Cui 

in Fan 2015b, p. 253). He further envisions the continuing exchange of ideas through unofficial or 

underground channels as ‘building a communist international of queer films’ (Liu 2015, pp. 48-58). 

As a queer artist and activist with innovative and coherent visions, Cui Zi’en embodies a unique 

voice in the polyphony of queer cultures both domestically and internationally’ (Bao 2020b, p. 365).

In queer fiction filmmaking, parallel to the DV-informed experimental tendency was the continua-

tion of audiovisual productions that were foremost aligned with conventional narrative filmmaking. 

Though only a few in number, these films generally involved foreign financial and/or technical 

supports and were largely arthouse oriented, as exemplified by Spring Fever 春风沉醉的夜晚 (dir. 

Lou Ye, 2009, China/France), Looking for Rohmer 寻找罗麦 (dir. Wang Chao 王超, 2018, France/

China), and A Dog Barking at the Moon 再见，南屏晚钟 (dir. Lisa Zi Xiang 相梓, 2019, China/

Spain). While Lou Ye and Wang Chao are established Sixth-Generation filmmakers with respec-

tive track records of arthouse productions, Lisa Zi Xiang likewise had her feature debut premiered 

at the 2019 Berlin International Film Festival. Whereas Spring Fever garnered a Best Screenplay 

(for Mei Feng 梅峰) in the Cannes International Film Festival, and A Dog Barking at the Moon 

received a Teddy Jury Award in Berlin, Looking for Rohmer had its world premiere at the Busan 

International Film Festival in 2015 (with its original 88-minute version [BIFF 2015]). Spring Fever 

has a meandering narrative that starts with an affair between a gay man named Jiang and a married 

husband named Wang, and that ends with Jiang developing an ambiguous relationship with another 

man called Luo, who – originally hired by Wang’s wife to spy on Jiang – also finds himself attracted 

to Jiang while managing his relationship with his girlfriend in this feverish springtime. Shot with 

handheld camera and featuring an editing style that delicately interweaves the plots together on a 

mesmerizing soundscape, the film is patently a gay story, but as the director notes, it is more than that: 

he also wanted to use the gay issue to examine the wider sociopolitical context, forms of boundary 

and freedom, and the spiritual condition of human beings (Lou in Cheng 2012, pp. 54-68). In this 

manner, Spring Fever also enlists a sense of allegory that echoes East Palace, West Palace, only 

in a less theatre-induced style. A Dog Barking at the Moon revolves around the plot that a pregnant 

woman, accompanied by her American husband, pays a visit to her parents in Beijing. The story then 

unfolds on three layers: the present that is marked by the family crisis surrounding the father’s gay 

identity found out by the mother long ago, the past that is associated with the daughter’s childhood 

memory shadowed by her parents’ troubled married life, and an even older past that eventually 

reveals the mother’s own same-sex desire prior to her marriage. In addition to the phenomena of 

tongqi (同妻) (gay wives, usually women who enter marriages without knowing their husbands’ gay 
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desires) and religious cults, the film incisively foregrounds the vicious circle triggered by certain 

societal mores and dominant ideologies. While the tremendous pressure of marriage leaves no space 

for individuals, gay and otherwise, to remain outside the marriage institution, the agony and frustra-

tion faced by unhappily married individuals is readily contagious and can be differently inflected 

along the axes of gender and generation within the family. From the daughter’s perspective, her 

tongqi mother is not only a victim, but also an abusive victimizer who, nonetheless, has internalized 

the patriarchal ideologies and been trapped in the heteropatriarchal system (the title song ‘Nanping 

wanzhong’ [南屏晚钟] indeed invokes the image of a woman lost in a deep forest). I find the scene 

where the daughter has a conversation with the father’s younger male love interest especially moving. 

She expresses her support of gay rights and cautions against his marriage to another woman. He 

reveals that his marriage is different from that of the protagonist’s parents’, but an expedient ‘contract 

marriage’ xinghun (形婚) based on a mutual agreement between a gay man and a lesbian to alleviate 

their respective marriage pressure. He also reveals that the child the woman is pregnant with has 

come from her own decision with her partner via artificial insemination. A sense of human agency 

is tangibly perceivable through the queer characters’ negotiation with the system. Just a year before 

Dog Barking, Looking for Rohmer became known as the first gay-themed domestic film to gain a 

public release in China. However, the officially released version from 2018 is a reedited one, and the 

current 83-minute version (also the version I saw at the 2018 Bucheon International Fantastic Film 

Festival) has supposedly watered down the male homoromantic relationship to such a degree that it 

can easily escape undiscerning eyes (Qian 2018).

2. Queer non-fiction filmmaking: New Documentary, the activist turn, and lalas with DV 

cameras 

DV’s influence on queer media was most significant in the non-fiction filmmaking, especially that 

extended from the New Documentary Movement. Launched by filmmakers such as Wu Wenguang 

(吴文光), Duan Jinchuan (段锦川), Jiang Yue (蒋樾) and Zhang Yuan in the late 1980s and early 

1990s, the New Documentary generally rejects the official tradition of newsreels and zhuantipian 

(专题片) (literally ‘special topic films’), which are characterized by footage compiled in accord-

ance with pre-written scripts, and by directly addressing the audience from a grand, top-down 

perspective (Berry 2007, p. 117). In opposition to these previous forms, the New Documentary 

highlights the ‘spontaneous and unscripted quality’ of on-the-spot realism (Berry 2007, p. 122), 

conveying a deep concern for ‘civilian life’ from a ‘personal standpoint’ (Lu 2003, pp. 14-15). 

Thematically, the New Documentary distances itself from official discourses, choosing instead 

to document the lives of ordinary people, especially those on the periphery of society (Wen 2016; 

Edwards 2015; Lu 2003), such as marginalized artists, Tibetans, migrant workers, the disabled, the 
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elderly, the poor, and those who are queer-identifying. With the newly available digital technology, 

Zhang Yuan made Miss Jin Xing 金星小姐 (2000), featuring the eponymous male dancer who 

underwent gender reassignment. In 2001, Ying Weiwei (英未未) shot The Box 盒子, which became 

known as China’s first lesbian documentary. Since then, a steady stream of independent documen-

taries has been made that takes the lives of gay or transgendered Chinese men or women as their 

critical focus.

As has been pointed out, the early digital queer documentaries largely revolved around two main 

themes: one featuring same-sex attracted women, and the other gender-nonconforming men (Chao 

2014; Chao 2010a; Chao 2010b). What is striking about the latter, as Luke Robinson notes, is ‘its 

preoccupation with Chinese male homosexuality as performance’ (Robinson 2015, p. 289). This 

manifests in two ways. The first is a focus on gay male subjects who are performers, in particular the 

so-called fanchuan (反串) (or simply cross-dressing) performers. Even if the films’ principal subjects 

may not engage fanchuan for a living, the films may as well explicitly include scenes of predomi-

nantly drag performance (Robinson 2013, pp. 112-113). Examples here include Miss Jin Xing, Snake 

Boy, Tangtang 唐唐 (dir. Zhang Hanzi 张涵子, 2004), Baobao/Tongzhi Baobao 宝宝/同志宝宝 (dir. 

Han Tao 韩涛, 2004), Meimei 美美 (dir. Gao Tian 高天, 2005), Xiang Pingli 香平丽 (dir. Jiang Zhi 

蒋志, 2005), Beautiful Men 人面桃花 (dir. Du Haibin 杜海滨, 2005), From Chrysalis to Butterfly 蝶
变 (dir. Wang Yiren 王逸人, 2005), Lost in Shanghai 上海上海蓝 (dir. Wang Leijun 王雷军, 2009), 

Madame 姑奶奶 (dir. Qiu Jiongjiong 邱炯炯, 2010), and Be A Woman 舞娘 (dir. Fan Popo 范坡
坡, 2011). The second, by comparison, is less direct. It involves the adoption of shooting practices 

that, nonetheless, 'formally' reflect the interest in performance on the part of the filmed subjects. 

The practices may include, for instance, a blending of actors into ‘real’ people, or the particular 

camerawork that pastiches the verite style of documentary, only to reveal the films in question as 

constructed artefacts or products of mediation (Robinson 2015, p. 290). These techniques, as most 

obvious in Tangtang and Xiang Pingli, serve to deliberately blur the boundary between documentary 

and fiction, placing the films at the intersection of the ‘reflexive’ and ‘performative’ modes (Nichols 

2001, pp. 125-37). In my previous analysis of Tangtang, I have also suggested the film’s reflexive 

interrogation through verite stye serves to challenge the assumed correspondence of xianchang（现
场） (on-the-spot realism) to reality, which simultaneously opens up the status of the queer identity 

of the filmed subject into an ambiguous, open-ended self-fashioning (Chao 2010a).

The focus on fanchuan performers and female impersonation not only reflects the ubiquity of 

cross-dressed performance within and beyond the Chinese gay community, but it also enlists certain 

social significance. From the perspective of the mostly straight-identifying filmmakers and the more 

general, non-gay audiences, there is perhaps inevitably a sense of ‘voyeurism’ imbricated with 
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documenting and viewing the ambivalent spectacle of fanchuan (Bao 2020b, p. 364; Robinson 2013, 

pp. 116-7; Chao 2010a). However, through the citation of accepted theatrical codes of cross-dressing, 

the fanchuan performers also manage to fashion their subjectivity against the regime of heteronor-

mative gender system at the same time. By rendering their identity through paradigms derived 

from the theatre, that is, some room is still left for denial: after all, what we see could be nothing 

more than performance. In this manner, the queer subjects negotiate access to public space without 

having to commit to a stable, identifiable sexuality. From the perspective of fanchuan performers, 

cross-dressing can thus be understood as an act of self-empowerment, and a ‘survival strategy’ 

(Muñoz 1999) by dint of 'an appeal to ambiguity'. It is my contention that fanchuan can be taken as 

a way in which filmed subjects strategically frame a public identity while self-consciously retaining 

a degree of ambiguity about their 'actual' sexual orientation (Chao 2010a, pp. 166-7). It echoes Berry 

and Robinson’s observation that cross-dressing has traditionally been ‘one of the few ways in which 

the queer Chinese subject can gain access to ‘public space, public discourse, and public record'.' 

(Robinson 2013, p. 113; Berry 1998, p. 88). 

I consider the years between 2007 and 2009 a crucial period for the 'activist turn' in China’s queer 

documentary making. For Zhang Zhen, the activist turn in the larger New Documentary Movement 

has been facilitated by dedicated individual filmmakers (e.g. Hu Jie [胡杰], Ai Xiaoming [艾晓明], 

Ai Weiwei [艾未未]) and ‘the popularization of portable DV cameras, editing software, and Internet-

based social media’ in the first decade of the century (2015, p. 316). Digital technology and committed 

individuals have likewise played an indispensable part in the activist turn in queer documentary 

production. Interrelated to the latter, I would like to add, has been the communal and institutional 

impact. In part facilitated by nongovernmental (NGO) funding (especially vis-à-vis HIV/AIDS 

prevention), the communal and institutional impact has been materialized through, for instance, 

the ongoing Beijing Queer Film Festival (北京酷儿影像展，beginning from 2001) and the attendant 

China Queer Film Festival Tour (中国酷儿影像巡回展，from 2008), the emergence of grassroots 

activism across urban China such as the PFLAG (since 2009) and forms of the annual pride celebra-

tions (like the Shanghai Pride since 2009), and in particular the launch of ‘Queer Comrades’ (同志亦
凡人) (from 2007) as China’s only independent, long running LGBT webcast that also sponsors some 

documentary projects since 2009. All these communal activities have been well documented by Bao 

Hongwei, Elisabeth Engebretsen, Stijn Deklerck, Wei Xiaogang (魏小刚/魏建刚), Fan Popo, among 

others (Bao 2021, 2018; Engebretsen et al 2015; Deklerck and Wei 2015; Fan 2015a; Robinson 2013).

During this period, aforementioned gay filmmaker Cui Zi’en made Queer China, ‘Comrade’ China 

志同志 (2008); through a mosaic of talking heads, it addresses aspects of China’s emerging queer 

community, ranging from the history to the rights issues, marking the 'milestone' of this activist 
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turn. [Figure 7] It was soon 

joined by several newcomers, 

best-known among whom are 

activist-filmmakers Fan Popo 

and Wei Xiaogang. Founder of 

‘China Queer Independent Films’ 

(中国酷儿独立影像小组), Fan 

Popo is famous for documenta-

ries such as New Beijing, New 

Marriage 新前门大街 (2009), 

The Chinese Closet 柜族 (2009), 

Be A Woman, Mama Rainbow 彩虹伴我心 (2012), and Papa Rainbow 彩虹伴我行 (2016). Founder 

and Director of ‘Queer Comrades’, Wei Xiaogang’s filmography includes Come To Daddy 恋夕阳 
(2009), Comrades, You’ve Worked Hard! 同志们辛苦了 (2010), The Cream of the Queer Crop 同志
她她她他他他 (2010), and The Next Generation 下一代 (2011). While the earlier documentaries on 

queer material, as mentioned, are marked by a particular focus on gender-nonconforming men and 

a sense of ambiguity, more contemporary documentaries are characterized by ‘the ways in which 

they break with this tradition’ (Robinson 2013, p. 117). It manifests in two interrelated dimensions. 

In terms of the subject matter, it has expanded to include a wide range of topics, such as reflec-

tions on queer history and community-building in Cui’s Queer China, ‘Comrade’ China; coming-out 

stories in Fan’s The Chinese Closet; open discussions of sexual encounters and lifestyles, as in Zhou 

Ming’s (周鸣) All About Gay Sex 那话儿 (2010); working-class gay men in rural China, as in Yue 

Jianbo’s (岳建波) Comrade Yue 小岳同志 (2013); cross-generational gay relationships in Wei’s Come 

To Daddy; the public staging of gay marriage in Fan’s New Beijing, New Marriage; the preparation 

and shutdown of the first Mr. Gay China pageant in Wei’s Comrades, You’ve Worked Hard!, among 

various other subjects. In terms of the outlook and attitude portrayed, the (mostly) gay-identifying 

directors – as opposed to the straight-identifying ones in previous years – are less concerned with the 

issue of ambiguity, but they see ‘the act of articulating an unmistakably queer identity as a political 

and ethical decision in its own right’ (Robinson 2013, p. 119). All these socially engaged documen-

taries or ‘community documentaries’ (Bao 2021; Bao 2020b, p. 367; Bao 2018), moreover, were 

made possible with varying degrees of institutional support from, for example, the popular ‘Queer 

Comrades’ webcast, the Beijing Gender Health Education Institute (北京纪安德咨询中心), Ford 

Foundation, China Queer Independent Films, and Queer University (酷儿大学) (a Queer Comrades-

sponsored, one-week filmmaking training program held annually since 2012).

Amidst this activist turn and the institutional support, however, I would like to draw attention to the 

Figure 7. Talking-heads mosaic in Queer China, 'Comrade' China
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alarming issue of gender inequality: local lesbian filmmakers and subjects, I find, remain relatively 

marginalized in the larger picture. While some of the aforementioned documentaries (e.g. The Cream 

of the Queer Crop) manage to strike a fairly good balance in terms of gender, the rest (such as those 

on sexual encounters, cross-generational relationships, and the first Mr. Gay China pageant), in fact, 

serve the interest more of gay men than lesbians. While MTF transgender subjects remain in focus 

since 2007 (as in such documentary features as Lost in Shanghai, Madame, and Be A Woman), the 

first FTM transgender documentary short Brothers 兄弟 (by lesbian director Yaoyao 妖妖) only 

came out in 2013, to be followed by another documentary short So Long! 再见, 启程 (by lesbian 

director Dajing 大京) in 2016. This has lagged behind the development of its MTF counterparts. 

Even in Fan Popo’s The Chinese Closet, the crucial issue of ‘coming out’ is predominantly illumi-

nated by the stories of ten gay individuals and the mother-son duo of noted PFLAG advocator Wu 

Youjian (吴幼坚), while the stories of two lesbian couples only account for one sixth of the film’s 

whole running time. 

Here we may re-direct our attention and revisit a thesis I proposed a decade ago (Chao 2010b; 

Chao 2020, pp. 273-300). As noted, gender-nonconforming men consist of 'but one main theme' 

of the early queer documentary work. The other, often-neglected strand is indeed about same-sex 

attracted women. When writing on the early lesbian documentaries, including The Box and Dyke 

March 女同志遊行日 (dir. Shi Tou and Ming Ming 明明, 2004), alongside The Girls That Way 别
样女孩 (dir. Shadow Zhang and Jude Tian, 2005), Women 50 Minutes 女人50分钟 (dir. Shi Tou 

and Ming Ming, 2006), Gender Game 伤花 (dir. Tracey Ni 栀子白, 2006), ‘T’ Is for Tomboy (dir. 

Ana Huang 黄阿娜, 2008), I took issues with The Box. Directed by a straight-identifying woman 

filmmaker who chose a ‘feminist’ and ‘personalised’ angle to document the everyday life of a 

lesbian couple, The Box, for me, falls short of a sensitivity to lesbian identity and the urgent need 

for ‘community’ at that historical moment. Comparing it with the other available documentaries by 

lesbian-identifying filmmakers, I discerned a certain tendency from within the emerging lesbian 

Figure 8. Filmmaker Shi Tou enacting a ‘coming out’ in San 
Francisco in Dyke March

Figure 9. A scene in Beijing on Valentine’s Day in We Want to Get 
Married
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Figure 11. A subject turning to the filmmakers, poking fun at her recorded ‘contract marriage’ ceremony in Our Marriages

Figure 10. A scene of alternative family life in Our Marriages
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community, and proposed the idea of ‘lesbians with video cameras’. Echoing Thomas Waugh’s 

notion of ‘committed documentary’ (Waugh 1984), the idea of ‘lesbians with video cameras’ first 

highlights a commitment to reflecting and changing the social status of Chinese lesbians premised 

on a sensibility to the socio-political conditions specific to them; and secondly, it answers to what 

I saw as a growing ‘call for collective creation from within the [emerging lesbian] community’ 

(Chao 2010b, p. 94; Chao 2020, p. 268). Against both the steady growth and activist turn of China’s 

‘queer’ independent documentary making, lesbian focuses have somehow remained sidelined in 

the very process. Because of this, my call for ‘lesbians with video cameras’ or rather, ‘lalas with 

DV cameras’ (Chao 2020, p. 268) remains highly relevant. In fact, two lesbian activist shorts in the 

participatory mode by Shi Tou and Ming Ming, namely Dyke March and We Want to Get Married 

我们要结婚 (2007) on street activism in San Francisco and Beijing respectively, even 'predated' the 

said ‘activist turn’ in the queer documentary scene. [Figures 8-9] During the activist reorienting 

in queer documentary making, some lala activist-filmmakers, while working with gay activists 

in community building, also networked their way and filmed 'from the margins' of the male-priv-

ileged queer community. Two pairs of lala filmmakers, He Xiaopei (何小培) and Yuan Yuan (袁
园), Shi Tou and Ming Ming, exemplify this. Two of their recent films illustrate the significance 

of ‘lalas with DV cameras’ (see also Bao 2020a, pp. 46-66, on Shi Tou/Ming Ming’s Women 50 

Minutes; Bao 2021, pp. 84-99, on Sam Zhao (赵静) and Shi Tou’s We Are Here 我们在这里 [2015]; 

Bao 2021, pp. 139-54, on He Xiaopei’s The Lucky One 宠儿 [2011]).

Directed by He Xiaopei and Yuan Yuan, Our Marriages: When Lesbians Marry Gay Men 奇缘一
生 (2013) addresses the issue of cooperative or ‘contract marriage’ gaining popularity in China’s 

queer community. Set in Shenyang, the film follows four lesbians who, pressured to get married, 

looked for gay husbands to enter nonsexual contract marriages. In the process, the four met, fell in 

love, and moved in together as two couples, along with two cats and two dogs as their children. As 

the film’s subtitle suggests, the focus of the picture is on lesbians, not gay men. The gay husbands, 

wherever relevant, are only presented from the lesbians’ perspective. The picture zooms in on 

the lesbian subjects’ life experiences, particularly how they have negotiated the terms of their 

marriages with wit and humour,
 
and how they manage their long-term cohabitation – what Lucetta 

Kam calls ‘an extended tongzhi kinship network’ through ‘a tongzhi counter-space’ (Kam 2013, 

pp. 101-102)
 
– with caring and mutual support. [Figures 10-11] A clear sense of collective queer 

agency reverberates through the tale of this negotiated alternative family. Throughout the film, 

we also perceive the filmmakers’ open, easy interaction with their subjects in this intimate environ-

ment, which must not be as readily accessible by outsiders (be they straight women or gay men) as 

by committed, talented lala filmmakers like He Xiaopei and Yuan Yuan (Chao 2020, p. 271). In Shi 

Tou and Ming Ming’s latest film, Xinjiang Girls 新疆女孩 (near completion), the filmmakers even 
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followed the lives of a group of Xinjiang-based lesbians, mostly Uyghurs, over the years. With a 

lesbian gathering place as the link between two sets of narratives, the film portrays the worlds of both 

an individual and a group of close friends. The two sets of stories subtly reflect the subjects’ different 

backgrounds (one working class while the other more intellectual), and thus a sense of unevenness – 

if not bifurcation – within the lala community. Alongside the factors of family ties and urban-rural 

divide, crucial to the narrative is further the sensitive issue of ethnic tension in Xinjiang that has also 

overshadowed the lala community (as seen in their restricted individual mobility and compressed 

social space following the 2009 Urumqi riots). In short, not only does the film provide a view into the 

lala community in Xinjiang inaccessible to and ignored by outsiders, but the nuanced and intimate 

portrayal of this community, like that through Our Marriages, exemplifies the talent and dedication 

needed for lalas with DV cameras. Both Our Marriages and Xinjiang Girls thus demonstrate the 

significance of lalas with DV cameras.

3. Concluding remarks

On China’s independent queer filmmaking, this article mainly unfolds along the axes of fiction and 

non-fiction filmmaking. I contend that while queer fiction filmmaking was marked by an experimental 

turn due to the availability of digital technology, the latter also proved foundational to the emergence 

of queer non-fiction filmmaking. Whereas the activist turn of the queer digital documentary reflected 

and reinforced the formation of the local tongzhi/queer community, women’s marginalization, I find, 

remains a structural issue in this community building and documentary making. In this conclu-

sion, I would like to briefly point to two other relevant aspects for further study: one involving the 

fiction/non-fiction divide, and the other a rethinking of ‘independent’ in terms of funding, genre, and 

circulation. Along with Shanghai Panic’s playing with a docudramatic mode and Tang Tang’s experi-

menting with a verité style to blur the boundary between documentary and fiction (as noted above), 

Cui Zi’en’s Night Scene 夜景 (2004), in dealing with the sensitive topic of ‘money boys’ (Rofel 

2013, 2010), strategically blends scripted plots into documentary footage, mixing fictional charac-

ters with social actors, so as to create a safe distance for the subjects from reality (Voci 2010, p. 265; 

Wang 2014, p. 169). For Bao Hongwei, queer activism in Fan Popo’s series of documentary films, 

from New Beijing, New Marriage to Papa Rainbow, are incisively mediated and animated through 

a particular ‘theatre-documentary convergence’ (Bao 2020c). I find in lesbian filmmaker Dajing’s 

The Death of Lesbians 女同之死 (2013) and I Am Going to Make Lesbian Porn 我要拍女女色情片 
(2014), gendered queer politics is likewise largely mobilized by the strategies of ‘documenting perfor-

mance’ and ‘performing documentary’ respectively. How the ambivalent contact zones between 

fiction, documentary and theatre/performance have been rendered through digital media to generate 

‘embodied’ knowledge about social others and even to affect social changes is indeed an area that 
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merits further research (Bao 2020c; Tan 2017; Zhang 2015, 2010; Wang 2014; Robinson 2013; Yue 

2012). 

In recent years, we have also witnessed a stream of feature films that are funded and produced by 

independent companies and target online platforms such as iQiyi (爱奇艺). I understand this trend 

as largely initiated by the tremendous popularity of the online series like Addicted 上瘾 (dir. Ding 

Wei 丁卫, 2016) and the attendant mainstreaming of the boys’ love (BL) culture, on top of China’s 

booming video platforms and digital media productions facilitated by a massive influx of the ‘hot 

money’ from the private sectors and overseas (Li 2019). Toying with the generic BL formula and 

aiming at wide online viewership, recent fictions films such as A Round Trip to Love 双程 (dir. 

Qin Zhen 秦榛, 2016), Swinging Blossom 梦回少年时 (dir. Huang Chao 黄超, 2017) and River 

Knows Fish Heart 鱼心河忍 (dir. Lü Powen 吕博文, 2018) deviate from their queer predecessors’ 

alternative/arthouse/underground affinities; their patent commercial appeal complicates the label of 

‘independent’ production (Chung 2017, p. 210) and deserves to be studied through a framework that 

is beyond the scope of this article (Wong 2020; Yang and Xu 2017).
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